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Florida Debaters

A.S.M.E. Will Select Men For Contest

Two Engineers Will Represent Rice in Intercollegiate Contest

The Rice branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers will send a team of two engineers to represent the institute in the recent intercollegiate contest. The team consists of John H. Spaulding and John McClellan, both of whom have shown some excellent time in practice. Spaulding is a junior, while McClellan is a senior.

Eleven Trackmen Leave For Fort Worth Farms

Rice Team Hopes To Whip Texas Cinternmen Who Won Border Olympics Some Years Ago; Reid and Johnson Among Fastest Men

Coach Barnett Brisson and his team of 11 men left for Fort Worth today for the meet next Wednesday. The program for the most part will be held on the following Thursday afternoon at the Rice Stadium. The meet will be an important one and should attract large crowds.

Dogs Are Much More Costly Than Niggers In Panama

By DAVID J. LEVY

The reason why dogs are so expensive in Panama is because the cost of living there is very high. The price of food and other necessities is much higher than in the United States. As a result, the cost of living is much higher than in the United States.

Sixty-seven Candidates For Class Maidis File Position On Ballot

Judy Tebb, Margaret Davis, Marjorie Boyd, and Frances Steenman Are Among Those Elected May Fete Celebration.

Edwin House To Play Lead In Doover Road

Date of Presentation Will Be Announced in Near Future; Star Caste Pitched.
Guemten, Notice!

In an institution such as the Rice Institute, where most of the student's time is taken up with study and extra-curricular activities, comprehensiveness of attention is given to the social side of life. This attention has been extended to other institutions. Here is some advice from Purdue co-ed advisor, Miss Elizabeth Osborne. Miss Osborne selected a cross-section of girls and here are some of the results.

Believe it or not, a handsome physical make-up was not selected as the first criterion for social success. The first necessity for social success was—of all things—a sense of humor. Out of eight girls questioned this ability was rated either fine or second to one of the right girls. The Ladies did add however that their experts must be well-groomed. Other qualities noted were intelligence, poise, adaptability, self-respect, generosity, a sense of humor, and the proper time to eat. Gracility and sensitivity were rated very high. Of lesser importance were dependability, hesitation, conventional attitude, self-control, good sportsmanship, and a pleasant voice. One student at Purdue was reported to have tried to keep all of the above but because of one of these girls questioned supposed to be one that he liked very much. He gave up in short order. However it's a question for employers.

Listening without thought is labor to that. Thought without listening is pointless.

It might appear very paradoxical to "gild a half-dozen tips on how to understand the advantages of a "good half-life." But perhaps it's not so paradoxical when one considers that a half-life is half as much as one.

New York theater fans familiar with everyone in this city—News—now. They might try pendant doubles-painted branches in the parks.

State government officials seem to believe Texans—keep something in reserve!

Listening to those congressional speeches in Washington comes under the head of capital punishment.

The French Theatre

The French Theatre is located on the campus of the Rice Institute. Established in 1917, the French Theatre is the official dramatic club of the institution. It is run under the direction of the French Institute and is composed of students interested in the dramatic arts.

The club is under the direction of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wheelright. They have recently obtained a new set of stage equipment which will be used for the production of "Le Malade Imaginaire," a production which should be on the program next semester. The club will be presenting "Le Malade Imaginaire" on March 21 at 8:00 p.m. in the Rice Memorial Auditorium.

The French Little Theatre announces the following plans for the coming season: "Le Malade Imaginaire" will be presented on March 21 at 8:00 p.m. in the Rice Memorial Auditorium.

"IT'S BLOODY COMFORTING to have a Camel Tobacco in your pocket. When your health fails, Camels' are your friend!" - 
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"CAMELS ARE MOST POPULAR with me. They taste fine and don't go off. They keep well and are good for the health." -

"CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!"
Rice Debaters Win Decision Over Stanford

technologically Non-Available

William Masterson and William Doesell, representing Rice, won a decision over Stanford University. The debate was held in front of the Student Union auditorium.

The debate centered around the question of whether advanced technology should be made available to the general public. Masterson argued that such technology should be kept out of the hands of the general public, while Doesell believed that it should be made available to all people.

The audience was engaged throughout the debate, with many clapping and cheering for both sides. In the end, the judges ruled in favor of the Rice team.

The debate was held on the Rice campus and was attended by many students and faculty members. The event was a success, and the Rice team is expected to continue to compete in other debates in the future.

---
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**TO SICK OR WELL, WE HAVE IT**
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The Rich Thresher
FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 1919

Train for us always...
MORE Comfort-Low Cost!

Picture shows several people sitting around a table with a menu card in front of each person. The room is well-lit with chandeliers hanging from the ceiling. The setting appears to be a formal dining event.

Southern Pacific

Weiser Names Fountain Of Youth In Sunday Talk

"Heavy Water: What is it and why is it good?" was the subject of Dr. Harold C. Urey, Columbia University, on March 17. Heavy water is a form of water in which one weight of oxygen is replaced by two weights of another element. Heavy water is produced by the combination of ordinary water with two parts of another element, and is often used in the production of heavy water for industrial purposes.

Advertised

"Heavy water is a form of water in which one weight of oxygen is replaced by two weights of another element. Heavy water is produced by the combination of ordinary water with two parts of another element, and is often used in the production of heavy water for industrial purposes.

Tennis Club Plans Benefit Bridge

The Gold Tennis Club and Monday, March 15, will be held on March 31 at the home of the president. Admission will be 10 cents per person. The proceeds will be used to raise money for the support of the bridge.

Gridmen Go Through Early Limbering Up Exercises

Spring training opened Wednesday with Coach Harry Kitts, manager of the gridmen, and other members of the team working on their throwing and running. The gridmen will be visited by doctors and trainers to ensure that they are in good physical condition.

It isn't codfish—and it isn't cranberries

It's unadulterated water. It's the telephone answer before it's been answered by the office of Cape Cod.

Washington Post, Friday, March 18, 1919.}

FOR BETTER TASTE AND FRAGRANT AROMA

Turkish tobacco leaf is so tiny that each of these bales contains from 70 to 80 thousand leaves. But there's another and greater difference—Turkish is the most spicy and aromatic tobacco in the world.

We have Chesterfield buyers in all the tobacco markets of Turkey and Greece, including Xanthi, Xalvada, Smyrna and Samsun, and we have them blend aromatic Turkish tobacco with mild ripe home-grown tobacco as we do in Chesterfield—
you have a milder cigarette, a better-tasting cigarette.